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1. What European nation did India gain its independence from?   
2. Who was the leader in India during this movement? 
3. What type of methods did he use to attract worldwide attention? 
4. What nations came about in South Asia when the British left?   
5. What nations did some of them change into during the 1970s? 
6. What nation in South Asia became predominantly Hindu?  
7.  Which two became predominantly Muslim? 
8. What was the purpose of the salt march? 
9. Who was the leader of the Indian National Congress? 
10. Who was the first Prime Minster of India?   
11. What style industrialization did he bring to India? 
12. What did the Constitution of 1950 in India ban discrimination upon? 
13. What country is the largest democracy in the world today?   
14. What increased in Africa that helped lead to independence movements? 
15. What does self-determination give a country? What document is this spelled 

out in? 
16. What type of attitude did imperial rule in Africa breed?   
17. What did African colonies not see as favorable? 
18. What 4 major European nations lost their colonies in Africa?   
19. Who influenced African governments and rebel groups throughout the Cold 

War? 
20. How did Algeria gain its independence?  
21. Who did they have to fight off? 
22. How did West Africa gain its independence?   
23. How did Kenya gain its independence?  
24. Who did they have to fight off?   
25. Who led Kenya's struggle?  
26. What type of legal system existed in South Africa?   
27. What 2 groups of people did this legal system separate?   
28. Who became the first black President of South Africa? 
29. When did the Mandates in the Middle East gain their independence?  
30. What 2 mandates broke off from France?  
31. What 3 mandates broke off from Britain? 
32. Who becomes the first female Prime Minister of Israel?   
33. What war does she lead Israel to victory in?   
34. What 2 countries does Israel defeat? 
35. What superpower has always supported Israel since its independence? 
36. Who was the President of Egypt that nationalized the Suez Canal?   
37. What did he fund along the Nile River?   
38. What superpower supported him during the Cold War?   

 
 
 


